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Solons Approve Constitution,
Moratorium Day And Budget
By JACK COUTUIUC

On September 24, at a meeting of the Student Government Legislature, the following resolution was passed:
_ Be it resolved that the Student Body of Fairfield University call a mora torium of classes on October 15, 1969. The purpose of this moratorium is to voice our
opposition to the war in Vietnam, and bring the question into the community.
'Ibe acceptance of this resolu..
tion highlighted the two-day session of the Legislature. Other
Items on the agenda were the
unanimous acceptance of the
Trl-partlte Council resolutions,
extensive reVisions to the Student Government Constitution,
and voting on the Goverrunent
Budget for the academic year
1969-1970.
Two Re!loluUons
The moratorium resolution
was brought to the floor of the
Legislature by Representative
Robert Carpenter, '71. The Carpenter Resolution opposed a·
similar resolution submltted by
Rep. Patrick Long, '71. The
Long Resolution stated that a
"Day of Moratorium" should be
set aside for the purpose of discussing all the problems confronting the nation today, such
as: poverty, race relations, InBation as well as the Vietnam
conflict.
Supporters of the Carpenter
RHolutlon held that the moratorium which they were proposing was in conjunction with a
national movement. This move.
ment is attempting to involve
students and faculty all over
America in leaving their dasses
for one day to speak to their

fellow Americans on what can
easily be considered the most
pressing problem facing AmerIcans - the war in Vietnam.
"For this moratorium to have
a lasting impact," Rep. Carpenter reiterated, "the war
should be the only issue discussed.

confused with a strike against
the school, but by leaving
classes for the day students will
be able to reach the people
wherever they are - in neighborhoods, factories, oifices or
shopping centers.
The next Item on the agenda
(CoaUJlIued 08 Pace 6)

Student Government President Alben Marlsnl a.lldreuM ...t
Wednesday's Student Legtslature meeUnI.

Ch&lnnen Named

After several minutes of de.
bating on which resolution
should be accepted, only one
dissenting vote cast by Rep.
James Schieferstein, '71, prevented a unanimous legislative
vote In favor of the Carpenter
Resolution. The Legislature accepted a proposal by President
Albert J. Mariani, '70. that the
following be appointed chalnnen
of the October 15 Moratorium:
Patrick Long, '71, James Donahue, '72, and Thomas Sobocinski, '72.
Several hundred student body
presidents throughout the nation
have signed the "Call for a Moratorium" on October 15. Some
of the major colleges In the
northeast are: Yale University,
Boston College, Syracuse Un..
versity, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Colgate, and
Penn State. This is not to be

Senator Dodd to Speak Monday

Revised B.A. Core Curriculum
Approved by Faculty Committee
By BILL DILLON

The Faculty Undergraduate
Currlculwn Committee will
probably recommend to the remainder of the faculty a new
core curriculum in the near future. The core curriculum c0nsists of the reqy.ired courses all
students, regardless of major,
must complete.
QeDeral Ed1HlatioD

There are two programs of
general education: one each for
those seeking a B.A. degree or
a B.S. degree. The University
presently requires 81 credit
hours In the core area with
slight mod..iftcations in the B.S.
program.
Those pursuing a Bachelor of
Arts dep-ee will take 54 credit
hours of core curriculum and
24 c:red1t hours 01. elective. to
be taken In a fteld other thaD
their major. The Ind.lvidual d~
parunents will set the nwnber
of upper division credit hours
constituting a major. This will
vary from 24 to 30 credits with
the remaining 12 to 18 credits
left over becoming tree elec>tives.
Those pursuing a Bachelor of
Science degree will also take
54 credit hours of core curriculum. The number of credit
hours devoted to courses outside
of the major field will probably
range from 12 to 1$. The exact
number has not yet been detennlned. The remaining credit
hours (probably 48 to 54) will
be in the major field.
The Core Currlcuhun
The core curriculum Is based
on five are8,/! of study:
I.

8eDaIor ThODlU Dodd wiD deliver _ ~ aD. dru&' abUMI
Moa~. C>ctobu e, at 1:10 p.m. 1D Goaup AudJ.torlmD.

MathemaUca IDd Natural

ScIences: Pre sen t I y, four
courses, two in mathematics and
two In a natural science, are required. This is likely to remain
the same in the new curriculum.
n. H'--tory and Soclal seIflll,CM: Th1s area includes the

fields of History, Politics, Sociology, Economics and Psychology. In the old curriculum two
courses are required in history
and two in a social science. This
may remain the same or p0ssibly be expanded to pennlt the
selection of four COUf'S6 in at
least two departments.
m. Philosophy and Theol·
00': Five courses of Philosophy
and four courses of Theology
are needed in the old plan for
graduatlon_ The new curriculum
calls for two courses In each
department.
IV. ED(llsh aad F1De Arts
(lacJadial Dram&); Four

courses are now required in
English and two in Fine Arts.

In the new plan, Composition
and Prose Literature (En 11)
and three other courses In the
two departments will be permitted.
V.

Modem

LaDguaceti

IDd

C.....k:I. The old curriculum
calls for four courses in a foreign language with "advanced
competency" the goal In the
curriculum to be recommended,
two or four courses are required
with "intennediate competency"
the goal
The Committee will also recommend that the departments
allow students to seect their
courses from a larger list than
is presently or only recently
available.

An Analysis

The Black Fraternity
By BEN CAPELLE
At first, there were three of
us, John Fountain, Richard and
I. Later, Bob and Sam came in
and found seats on a desk and
bed. My purpose there was to
uk information for an article
on the "Black Fraternity" at
Fairfield. I got that and more.
The discussion gave me an experience of a very human Black
atttlrude I had never seen In
a newspaper or magazine. Perhaps, I was expecting more
cynlci.;;m, militancy, and bitter·
ness expressed through African
clothes and Afro-hair styles.
NDwever, a Black Panther cult
they aren't, just Black students
who view a sometimes ridiculous world with an immense
amount of common sense. I
opened wit h a few prepared
Questions which sounded inadequate, but John and Richard

steered the conversation to
more intelligent and reasonable
fields of thought.
Omep Psi Phi is a nationwide fraternity boasting more
than 60,000 members. It is predominately Black but does have
some "blue-eyes" as they put
it. It was founded in 1911 at
Howard University In Washington, D.C., and spread first to
other Black campuses. It now
has chapters at institutions such
as Michigan State, Purdue, and
Southern California.
The local chapter, In Which
John Fountain has the job of
secretary and Wayne Gibbons,
also of Fairfield, carries the title
of Dean of Pledges, Is composed of students· not only from
the Jesuit College, but a Iso
from the University of Bridge.
port. The organization is based
(C_tlJlDed _

Pap e)
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Sculpture Exhibit News Analysis
To Open Monday The President's Academy
city of metal working, Pittsburgh.
Burt's father-in-law, James
O. Jackson, is a Pittsburgh engineer who designed may of the
country's supersonic wind tunnels.
In the engineer's shop, and
Demonstration
under his direction, Burt deIn addition, Burt will give a' veloped a technique for anneallecture-demonstration of his ing sheet brass, copper and
wei d e d sculpture Wednesday, bronze, cutting and hammering
October 29, at 8 p.m., in the it wit h metal working tools,
braising it, painting It with niCampus center Oak Room.
tric
and sulpheric acids and
Burt, a New England Intercollegiate Tennis Champion, has hanging it in clusters fr.om
spread his talents in many areas strands of nylon fish line or
since graduating from Harvard phosphor bronze wire.
His flighty "mobiles" and
In 1940. He has been a naval
"stablles"
h a v e migrated to
officer in five amphibiou~ landings, a professional accordl.onist. many of the country's major
free lance writer and promotion exhibitions. He has done comwriter for Architectural Forum missioned pieces for the Anaand Sports Illustrated maga· conda Wire & Cable Company,
Italian Steamship Lines, Brookzlnes.
lyn's Midville H i g h School,
Melal Worklag
Manhattan's Blair House ApartHis highly distinctive metal- ments, the Unitarian Church in
working technique was origina- Stamford, as well as many busited, appropriately enough, in the ness lobbies, schools and homes.
David Burt of Stamford will
display his metal sculptures at
an exhibition sponsored by thc
Carlson Foundation which will
ope n Monday. October 6, in
Campus center Mazzzanine Gallery.

By PAUL CUNNINGHAM
Ant. News EdItor
President's Academy: "A
group of 25 student leaders who
meet bl-weekly with the President of the University to discuss
matters of interest to students
and administration. The Academy Is open to any student who
wishes to join. Applications are
accepted up to May 1 for the
following year:'
Such is the routine definition
printed each year in the "Student Activity" section of the
Fairfield University catalog a document seldom perused by
a student after the summer before freshman year.
And yet, for the ftrst time, an
aspiring young man of the class
of '73, enthusiastic enough to
consider himself a "student
leader," and compelled by the
mere determination that he was
one "who wished to join" ap-

Connecticut Decency Commission
Appoints Business Professor
By lAMES MOYNILHAM
Associate Professor Stephen
J. O'Brien was recently appointed by Gov. John N. Dempsey to the Connecticut Commission for Standards of Decency,
a conunission created by this
year's General Assembly. Mr.
O'Brien, a member of the National Executive Committee of
the Citizens for Decent LUerature and chairman of the Connecticut C.D.L.
The C.D.L. Is a nationwide,
non-proftt orgamzation concerned not only with establishing
decency in lIerature. but in all
the mass media. In an interview
with the Connecticut Sunday
Herald Mr. O'Brien said" . . .
We members of C.D.L. have
been doing whatever we could
to help stop the flood of pornographic materials here in our
state. Sometimes it seems like
an almost hopeless task, but we
keep on trying. We especiallY
want to keep this ftlth away
from our young people, and that
is why I'm partiCUlarly pleased
that I have been appointed to
this Commission for Standards
of Decency."
The commission's purpose Is
to analyze and evaluate all the
laws pertaining to obscene material, to observe the printing
and distribution of such materials, and to study the effects
of obscenity and pornography
upon the public, especially mi·
nors. The Commission must submit its findings to the Legislature by Deeember 15, 1970 after which they will act as an
advisory board for legislative
action.
As 8 member of the commission Mr. O'Brien will be workIng with criminologists, lawyers,
psychologists, and others In an
attempt to arrive at a 'thorough
understanding of Connecticut's
problem. This state commission
Is patterned closely after a
Presidential committee, which

will also submit its findings in
early 1970.
Mr. O'Brien wants to set
standards on obscenity in this
age of permissiveness because
he 'ftrmIy believes that "everything doesn't go." He affirms
that the community has the
right to set up Its own laws
which prohibit obscenity. Mr.

O'Brien pointed out that in the
last 15 years in 22 out of 28
cases the Federal Supreme
Court has overruled the state
supreme court's judgment in o~
seenity cases. "These rulings,"
he states," are one of the main
causes for the overwhelming
amount of pornographic movies
and literature."

plied to the Academy last May
before even taking up residence
on campus.
As for the upperclassmen,
who comprise the other twenty.
four members - their application was merely a response to
an Academy notice customarily
tucked away each April in the
"Campus News" of this paper.
But the simple deftnition has
very real and serious implications for the applicants, no mat·
ter which class.
"Student leaders" simply imply those students who have the
initiative to pursue the Ideal
of more and better communlca~
tion between students and administration. They exercise theIr
leadership by relating stories of
the discussion meetings to other
students and responding to the
common query: "Well, how does
the administration see Itf"
The President's Academy Is
not an "action" group - It Is
a talk-group. The "matters of
interest" cover a wide range of
topics. In the first meeting this
year held on September 22, Fr.
McInnes, S.J., made a list of
topics suggested by the mem~
bers.
Of prime concern were Tripartite and the October 15 moratorium, followed by coeducation, curriculum, outside community relations, security, the
university image, drugs - just
to mention a few.
Members are also encouraged
to request Invitation of any
member of the university or
outside community for purpose
of discussing the above topics.
A member from each segment

Communications School's Goal:
Understanding Between People
By .JOHN BRENNAN
''The Communication center
has been established to
develop educational methods
and programs to help clarify
goals and bring about a more
sea chi n g and fundamental
lmowledge of the process of
communication, ultimately leading to better understanding between peoples, institutions and
government." This is the basic
philosophy of the Center for
the Advancement of Human
Communication and Graduate
School of Corporate and Political Communication as stated
in its catalogue.
Founded by Thomas Burke,
S.J.. In 1966, the communication school is "an umbrella for
school research and non-aca_.
demic (non-credit) activities."
The school presently has sixty
students and twelve faculty
members and is "the only one
of its kind in the country."
Father Burke explained that
most communication schools are
technique orientated and "you
would not find the Integrated
approach that we have here."
The faculty consists of men
who have had extensive practical experience in solving communication problems from all
fields including psychology, pu~

lication fields, advertising, law,
radio, and sociology.

fits. Currently Father Burke Is
awaiting aelion on a government grant to study the effect
of T.V. violence on human behavior.

As for academic regulations,
there is a core program consisting of theory, means, current practices and evaluation of
communication methods. The reo
quirements for the degree are
successful completion of thirtythree credits of course work
with a B average or better; a
AVIATION OFFICER
thesis, presentation, or research
PROGRAMS
project of superior quality; a
The naval aviation officer Insatisfactory grade in a modern
language reading comprehen- formation team will be .on camsion; and satisfactory comple.- pus at Fairfield University betion of a course in statistics. tween the hours of 10 a.m. and
Forty·five people have ftnished 2 p.m. on Oct. 1, 2, 3, 1969 in
courses at the Center and only Campus Center Lobby.
four have actually graduated
You'll find an outstanding opbecause of the rather difficult portunity to serve your country
requirements. Many who have with honor and pride in Naval
attended the school go into com- Aviation. "Go" with the space
munication fields such as public age: Fly Navy! Talk it over
relations and rad:o. Four are with the recruiting team-YOU
In the anned services and a can fly with the finest.
number have entered sales and
• •
marketing. This year's classes
SOCIAL SCIENCE EFFORT
consist of seven people from
The Social Science Effort, a
tne University community, five magazine published by the stuPeace Corps returnees and three dents of the Economics, Politics,
vice presidents of local business Sociology and Psychology deftnns.
partments, will hold an organiPresently the school is seek- zational meeting tomorrow, Oct.
Ing to expand its research cen- 2 at 3:45 p.m. in the ground
ter affording its students and floor lounge of the new donn.
the communlty of many beneAll those who are interested

of the Tri-partite group will be
asked to attend in the near fu·
ture. Mr. Schimpf, the new director of Student Services was
present at the ft~t meeting.
Last year, the students were
invited to dinner with the Board
of Trustees - it seems fitting
that there should be a hint of
rapport between the students
and the "owners."
The only requirements for admission are by a mere letter of
request to Fr. McInnes, S.J.,
before May I, and attendance
of all meetings. Two unexcused
absences are grounds for releas.
ing a member.
The only obstacle to the operation of the Academy seems to
be a myth that the Academy is
a "bunch of yes-men." Paradoxically, the "yes-men" will respond an emphatic "no" to that
indictment.
For this year there Is evidence of the best cross-sectlon
of Interests yet Nearly every
group or activity, including papular sports clubs, are represented. Also, there is no rule
as to the number of members.
It is mere coincidence that out
of some 1,BOO students eligible,
that there are usually only
ghout twenty-ftve applicants.
So whether It be one's hunger for news, an outlet for cam.
pus frustration, an interest for
dialogue, or a meeting place for
the "simple citizens," It has
proven itself a worthwhile two
hours of each two weeks. Ask
Robert Sheridan of the class of
73, or any other member for
that matter.
season tickets for the IS
home basketball games wiD
go aD IlIJe for students oDly

from October 1-22, The price
for the season tlcket.l8 $17.30
and the gymDaIlum box 01f:l.ce will be open from 2:305:00 p.rn. Mondays thru Fri.
day and 11:00-1:00 on Satur.
days,

Campus News

•

particularly freshman and soph.
mores are urged to attend.

• • •
THE BLACK SIDE OF
AMERICA, a multi-media dramatic production based on the
blac experience, wiD be present·
ed by the Westport-Weston
Community Theatre in assocIation with the Fairfield University Playhouse on October
9, 10, and 11 Thurday, Friday
and Saturday, respectivelY, at
Gonzaga Auditorium, Fairfield
University at 8:45 p.rn. The
show is being co-sponsored by
the Falr:fI.eld League of Women Voters. For ticket Infonnatlon call .226-4908, 'Sue Bernhard., or write to Sue Bemhard,
Autumn Ridge Road, Weston,
Oonn.
Thursday night performance
open only to Fairfield Unlven;lty students, dates, faculty and
staff. Admission $1.00,

•
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Panel Discussion Tonight
Examines 'Today's Films'
Fraak aDd ElMa.or Perry.
hUlbaDd _d wife moUo. pietare team from Westport, will
IHI memben of .. paI1t1l ~
l.a&' "Today" FtlDw" at Fa1rtIeld

UDlvenlty'.

tnt

Bel.lannl.ne

Lecb1nl of the )'eU', tontctrt at
8 p.m. tn the UD!venlty'. Campus Ceater Oak Room.

JDdlth Crist

Joininc the Perrys

00

the

panel will be renowned JUm

cr:Itic Judith Crist. international
fUm producer James Beveridge
of Fair:fl.eld and Czechoslovakian
director MUos Forman.
Frank, a
Fraak Ptlrry. Dlrector·Prodooer ot '"D&vld • u.a" _d .......t
Summer," who wW appeu aloJll' wlth JUdith Crilt tn wqht'.
FUm Panel at 8 p.m. 1D the Oak Room.

director-produeer.

and writer Eleanor have won
numerous awards for their collaborations. Mrs. Crist, straight
shooting analyst of the fUm industry, has been both devastat-

Movies

"ALICE'S RESTAURANT," Produced by Hillard Elkins and Joe Manduke. Directed by Arthur Penn. Screenplay by Venable Herndon and Penn from Arlo Guthrie's "The Alice's Restaurant Massacree." Released by United Artists. Starring Arlo
Guthrie, Pat Quinn, and james Broderick..
(CPS) - Be prepared. You can't get anything you want at Alice's Restaurant.
to see his fUm version of
"Alice's Restaurant" are finding the movie Isn't at all what

they came to see.
"Allee's Restaurant." based on
the v e r y popular and very
fwmy song "The Alice's Restaurant Massacree," Is not very
fwmy. It doesn't even try to
be for the most part. Yes, the
funny lines from the song are
there in the story of Arlo's being arrested tor dumping carbage and his falUng the draft
physlea1 becaute of his "criminal" record. But the humor is
seconda.ry to the serious, sad,
and 0 f ten depressing side of
Arlo Guthrie's adventures as a
coUege drop-out folk artist trying to pick up where his father
lett oft.
The movie is very biographical, and It appears that Arlo
no longer has the carefree attitude toward llre and the trials
life brings that he had when
ht" penned the song. There are
poignant scenes In the movie
as Arlo thinks of his dying father. folk singer Woody Guthrie, and as he later visits his
parents with Pete Seei'er.

There are also serious scenes
Involving a friend of Arlo's who
is hooked on heroin, attempts
to kick his addiction, and ends
up dead from an overdose. The
anti-hard narcotic message is
almost trite from overuse in the
!Ilms In the late '60s, but a
beautifully photographed cemetery scene with Joni Mitchell
slnging'a eulogy makes it another poignant moment In the
blm.
There is no Indictment of
grass. by the way, as Arlo and
his friends frequently pass the
joInL
There Is somewhat of an In-

dktment-or a questioning at
any rate--of the "beautiful pe0.ple" life which Alice and her
husband Ray Brock try to live.
The couple becomes less happy
and sure of Itself as the film
progresses and more worried
over the futures of friends. The
couple buys an old church ~In
Great Barrington, Mass.) and
turns it into a commune for
hlp friends; Alice also starts a
restaurant nearby. But even
with lots of mends, music, and
excitement their tUlhapplness together and their fears show.
Guthrie himself is more of an

THE 1970 MANOR
On Thursday, October 2, in Gonzaga, Room
13 A Th. MANOR will interview all persons interested in working on the yearbook staff.
Positions are available in the fields of copywriting, creative design, and sales. Editorships
in Business Management and Special Effects are
also available.
The interviews will be held between 7:30 and
9:30 on Thursday evening.

Emmy for Eleanor while Frank
was awarded a first prize in di-

rection at the Monte carlo Festival. the Peabody Award and
the International Critics Prize
as best television program of
the year.
The three plays have since
been combined Into a feature
·fllm called ''Trilogy'' whkh will
open shortly in New York.
Eleanor has written short ftc.
tlon for natlonal.magazines and
has had four suspense-mystery
novels published by Doubleday.
She Is currently working 011
the fllmplay of a novel called
"Diary of a Mad Housewife" by
Sue Kauffman.
Frank was theatrical producer for the Theatre Guild in New
York from 1959-1963. In 1962
he won an Emmy for the Best
Television series of the Year,
"Playwright at Work," which
he directed, produced and moderated.

Sen. Lupton Attacks
U. S. School System

By BILL SIEVERT
Collece Pre.. Service

All the Arlo Guthrie flJf1S who
are jamming premiere theaters

ing and wannly passionate in
her heralded reviews. Beveridge has been a producer and
consultant on many foreign dIms
while Forman's latest effort,
"Loves of a Blonde," has been
widely acclaimed.
Among the Perry's outstanding efforts during the 60's are
"David and Lisa," "Ladybua,
Ladybug,"'~ Swimmer," and
"Last Summer."
Eleanor was nominated for an
Oscar for the "David and Lisa"
script, directed and oo-produced
by Frank, who in turn was
ncxninated for an Academy
Award. The ftlm won Frank
first prize in direction at the
1963 Venice rnm Festival.
The Perrys drew raves In
1967 for their collaboration with
Truman capote on three hour-shows for ABC Television:
"Christmas Memory, Amana:
the Paths to Eden, Miriam."
"ChrIstmas Memory" won an

observer of all these happenings
than the star of the movie. His
life is rather shy-one of standing In the background observing and feellna:. His perfonning
moments come in telling the tale
of the song.
And that tale comes ofi a lot
better on the recording. The
lines from thE' song, for the
most part, are funnier w h e-n
one can use his imagination.
When theatrically spoken in a
technlcolor movie with nothing
left to the imagination the lines
sound a bit awkward
Ukew1se the movie eauses
some scenes which had created
brilliant images In the mind
upon hearinc the record to be
reduced to unimpressive reality.
Take the gar bag e dumping
scene. Officer able eaIls Arlo
and says, "I found your name
on a piece of paper under half
a ton of a:arbage." Image. In
the rUm, where the Image is
drawn out for you. It wasn't
really v e r y ridiculous at all.
TIle a:arbage pile wasn't so big,
end there was nothing dllficul!.
about finding Arlo's name.
Officer able. played by the
officer who actually 8lTeSted
Guthrie on the dumping charge.
gives one of the most refreshIng touches to the film. To see
a real cop portraying himself
as a fat, dopey cop Js a delight.
The movie attempts to create
for the screen Arlo's true-life
experiences as accurately as
possible, while still providing
enough meat to sell tickets to
a general audience (not just
A rio Guthrie fans.) Unfortunately for those of us who
had expected It, "Alice's Restaurant" Js not a slap-stick, hilarious sequel to the song. It
Is instead a presentation of
both the happiness and unhappiness In the lives of the pe0ple It presents, and the unhappy. serious, and concerned
side dominates.

By VINCENT RAY
The Student Government b&pn its lecture serle. last Wednellday Dlght wJth .. talk giveR
by State Senator John M. Lupton. Senator Lupwn, who III
currently .. candidate for the
RepubUcan DOmiDatlon for the
UDJted States senate &eat now
bel d by senator Thomu J.
Dodd. has Ben'OO for five tarIM
In the Connecticut State senate.
Senator Lupton's talk. emphasized that the school systems
in America do an inadequate
job of teaching Its young people
the mechanics of American politics. Senator Lupton explained
that be was "appalled at the
lack of information which pe0ple in general have about the
AmerIcan political system." He
added that in many areas of the
country people do not know the
Dames of their IocaJ politiea1
leaders and are unaware of the
services that they perfonn. Mr.
Lupton stressed his point even
further by stating that according to a recest Gallup Poll there
are approximately "nine million
people in America who do not
know who Is President of the
United. States."
Mr. Lupton considers this ig_
norance of the American Political S:rstem a "tragic fiaw" in
our American way of life. In
his talk, Senator Lupton noted
lhat complaints often arise that
candidates nominated by the
political parties show no imagination, poor judgment, and lack
of leadership ability.
He argued that if more pe0ple voted for the candidates of
their choice at local elections
this situation might be avoided.
Again he emphasized that the
failure to understand the Amerlean political system was the
underlying cause of much of the
discontent toward politics In
the United States.
When asked what he suggest_
ed 'be don e to alleviate this
problem Mr. Lupton replied
that he would ask edueatlonal
Instituttons to stress American
politi~ ~. Kovemment in their

~--

Mr. Lupton was asked If he
would be In favor of lowering
the voting age requirement. He
Indicated that he w 0 u I d be
against such a proposal as he
felt a majority of the youth
between 18-21 years of age lack
the ability and maturity to make
prudent political decisions.
Mr. Lupton spoke for approximately twenty minutes before
an audience of about thirty pe0ple. After his talk there was
a general discussion period in
which the audience was invited
to ask questions concerning'the
!tate of American politics and
polltiea1 education.

Liquor Report;
"No Bad Elfects"
WASHINGTON (NC) - No
bad effects on study patterns
have been observed as a result
of allowing men students at
Georgetown University to have
alcoholic beveraees in the I r
donn! tory rooms.
Other consequences of the
1966 change in the rules, according to a survey made by
Dr. Donald R. Buckner of
Northern DlInols University, included:
-There was no Increase In
drinking, and no falling off In
aeademic perfonnance
-Supervisors of students said
student morale Improved, and
no disciplinary problems arose.
"No longer we r e supervisors
dealing with aniUY young men."
Dr. Buckner found that under
the old restrictive rules, some
students tended to .do m 0 r e
drinking on weeKends, and to
"show ofr' when drinking. Since
they have been made responsible tor their own behavior, they
are more restrained.
Students expressed virtually
unanimous approval of the new
regulations. They s a I d they
quickly learn that they cannot
keep pace academleally if they
do much drinkina: during the
week.

,~ Four
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On Campus

Biafra Plans

By JOHN G, LEDDY

"THE NEW BREED"

Most Fairfield students wll1 readily agree that the university
undergone considerable change in recent years, from the
limited results of the dress code resistance of '68 to the full scale
social reform movement of last spring.
In both of the protests cited above, the students were reminding the Administration of the need to maintain a community's
social codes in keeping with the times; and in both cases the Administration turned instead to salaried allies for the prolongation
of it~ aged system: of the teachers it requested student observance
of the dress codes which magically created "a professional attitud~
in the classroom"; of the contracted prefects it demanded the
enforcement of a social code which in a not unusual case might
find a draft-age youth careening drunkenly down the turnpike in
a dangerous effort to make his 1:30 bedtime.
Times, admittedly have changed. Teachers have indicated,
for the most part, that they prefer teaching: and the prefect has.
at least nominally, passed on.
ha~

Resident Ad\'isers
Replacing the prefect is the resident adviser. The significance
of this change remains to be seen; but, if present attitudes can be
relied on, the attitude of today's advisers will insure tht:.' continuation of 8 liberalizing spirit in the Administration's dealings with
resident students.
For one, the advisers do not see themselves as the rigid enforcers of regulations handed down by the Administration, as
many of the prefects once saw their posi~ion. Instead, there is an
insistence on the ac!visers' part to make decisions according to
0' -'n ~'\Ia" rase. ., sill'ation ethics based on the norm to do, as
Campion's adviser James Daily puts it, "what is good for the corridor. for the people I live with."
Secondly, the advisers are now under the direction of a re_
vitalized Student Services Department, under the directorship of
William Schimpf and Henry Krell, whom the advis:.-rs regard as
forward-looking administrators in sensitive posts. "From what
I'vc seen so far," said Regis' Thomas Rosendahl, "it appears as
if they're going to go along with the liberalization in many of the
activities of the social life of the students."
Finally, there is a marked emphasis among the advisers to
see themselves in the position their name implies. They want to
t-,.. ""'n'''1 '. It-ror r,..i~ lxp":,ienc:.-d fell::w students, to engender
corridor spirit and unity instad of serving as a mindless extension
of administrative paternalism, "knocking on doors and sniffing
pc·)p·~·~. I' ';:l:h' as Jorn ~t:'allch of New Dorm 4 describes. It is
therefore interesting to examine the thinking of a member of what
is hopefully a new breed.

Jim is the resident adviser of Campion 2's sixty-odd freshmen.
When he's on duty, th~ door is open; during weekday evenings it
is usuaHy quiet. Jim and fe!low resident Ed Boucher believe in
the observance of the temporary handbook regulations. To a tw~
year alumnus he wouldn't seem much different from the prefects
of old. One must take a closer look to realize that Jim is there
"to try and help the students out in any problem they may have.
socially, academically, or personally, in an advisory capacity."
"I don't consider myself a policeman," Jim calmly insists. "I
consider myself someone who, if the need arises, will en'orce a
rule for the good of the corridor, for the people I live with." He
has no trouble defining his position, even as the grounds of social
regulation continue to shift under the Student Government's liberalizing drive: ''I'm not really on the other side of the fence now
I'm still a student." He doesn't give much thought to changes i~
the rules, because, in his view, his primary rule is that of an adviser, and not an enforcer: "My position, as the rules change isn't
going to change at all."
. None of the advisers interviewed showed any intention of
shirking from the less popular responsibjJities of being resident
advisers; because the Dorm Council is not yet established John
~, "",..h sa:d that he would have "no recourse" but to re'port _
student guilty of continuous infractions to Loyola Office. Tom
Rosendahl feels that there will be certain instances when "the men
on the floor have to sacrifice their individuality for the good of
the corridors." Yet, the underlying principles seem to have changed: "I feel that a student acts in an immature manner when he is
treated immaturely, and in a paternalist'c manner," said Rosen_
dahl. This view is apparently shared by some Administration
members as well, for, as Mr. Rosendahl reports, Student Services
intends to "place a great deal of responsibility on the student."
Whatever the future may hold for campus dormitory life, the
working philosophy of the "new breed" seems to have already had
some positive effects on student boarders: "It's nice here," said
one New Dorm resident last week; "like, you can pretty much do
your own thing . . . study, sleep, have a few drinks, maybe even
get laid. Hell, 1 can't believe how much this place has changl'd."
T"" {....."!"Im...n on Campion 2 don't quite have the same exubefo.
ance, although they expressed satisfaction with their new college
life and with their corridor residents. A bearded student praised
Jim Daily as giving "everyone on the corridor a fair deal. You
can go to him any time that you want, and he'll diseuss your problems with you." Another said his advisers are "like real friends,
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really helpful, trYing to keep you out of trouble." A pair of roommates reported knowing Jim "real good . . . The seoond night
here we got in trouble. We didn't even know what a prefect was,
and here we had two girls in the room . . . he could have really
given us a lot of 5 - , . . . he always has something pleasant
to say . . . I really like the kid."
Daily himself sums up rather aceurately the attitude ot many
advisers this year: "What we are trying to do is to get the hall
into a community where there won't be any need for enforcement
because the rules will be enforced by each individual student on
the other. The rules will be there and will be followed. We want
the students to respect the rnles because they are living in a com·
munity situation."
As for the freshmen, one said" . . . sure, we know just about
everybody here (Campion 2)
we had a big party and got to
know people real good, and
"
Next May, when the student body turns to assess the past
academic year, we will have to look in part to the "new breed" of
resident advisers in the hope that it was not "another year" but
instead, "New Year."

Je/!ecfiond
By JOHN BRENN AN

Opitmism tor the Fall
Much has been said and I suppose much more will be said
concerning the student "unrest" and conflict of last spring. Freshmen arc probably confused as to what happened, Student Govern·
ment officials anxious as to what will happen, the faculty immersed in its own turmoil over academic reform and an ad·
ministration willing to forget its past mistakes.
The Class of ;73 is just getting adjusted to college life and
the rest of the campus is settled in its nine month residencies.
People seem more relaxed than ever before about themselves and
life. But, what has happened over the past few months to promote
this attitude?
Unlike the past two summers which were marked by civil
rights turmoil and the fiascos known as the national conventions,
the summer of '69 was relatively quiet. We have spent the tlrst
summer under a Richard Nixon striving for the middle road in
American pragmatism sprinkled with humanitarianism. His actions
on Vietnam leave much to be desired but it is better than we ever
thought possible. Also, the Senate liberals began their OWn war
against the evils of the military industrial complex. And of course
there was Woodstock and Bethel, N.Y. All of these taken together
and it seems that there is a chance for the movements and activism that have captured American youth. The summer of '69
was one of rest and hope for reform, revision and renewal.
This feeling and attitude has overflown even onto this campus.
But our confrontation of last spring breeded student unity and a
skeptici~m of the administration. However, when we returned to
campus over two weeks ago there were six new appointments to
the student services division of the University and four are '69
graduates. These people represent a change in structure and
maybe a change in direction on student affairs. Also, in last week's
Stag the lead news article ooncerned President McInnes' hope for
the Tri-Partite and if one reads between the lines, it is evident
that the Melriani Government is doing a superior job of reordering
the Student Government.
In the opening day Mass, Dean Coughlin spoke of how different people may view a social reality and yet be valid in their
judgments but in themselves are incomplete. He noted that man
needs to order his life and he must communicate and find ground:i
of compromise or common meaning to strncture a society. S~ak
ing as Academic Vice President and Dean of the University I can
only wonder if Father Coughlin was stating that the administration
would be more open and flexible to ideas and constructive change
recognizing that students have a legitimate r:sk in the school.
Could this mean an administration not bogged down in its own
bureaucratic red tape when it comes to changing things? I hope so.
We now have a government that is working effectively, a
student body that is relaxed and eager for improvement and an
administration which seems open to change. Thesf' are reasons to
be optimistic this Fall but if the optimism fades into pessimism _
there's always next Spring.

To the Editor:
Last April, the Food for Biafra Cc
mittee, Westport, Conn., was expam
into a nationwide, humanitarian org:
nation, known as Americans tor Biafl
Relief. The purpose of this new org.
ization was to help fund the food air
into Biafra.
Many prominent public figures rail
to ABR's support. Among the prelll
public sponsors are: Sen. Edward K'
nedy, Frank Sinatra, Sen. Edward M
kIe, C1iJf Robertson, Sen. Charles Go
ell, Leonard Bernstein, Sen. Abral).
Ribicotr, Sal Mineo, Congo Allard Low.
stein, Rosey Grier, Congo Buz Luke
Eddie Albert and many others.
The airlift has greatly reduced
appalling death rate of 10,000 per d
reported last November: but funds;
still desperately needed for food supp!
and air-shipment costs to keep Bia
alive.
The Fairfield University Food for :E
fra Committee Is proud to be a sis
organization of ABR. There will Ix
committee meeting at 8:30 p.m., TIn
day, Oct. 4, the New Dorm Grot
Floor Lounge. People are desperat
needed, and the committee begs all th
interested to come or contact us: CblU
Washburn, R 820, Stephen MlkocJ
New Dorm 106, 2159·865'7.

• • •

His Master's Key?
To the Editor:
Last Wednesday evening, Septcrn
24, 1969, a stereo record player \
stolen from Regis 101. The estima
vallie places the loss at $200.00.
My room was entered by a per
who used a master key. Every stuc
who lives on this campus realizes I
easy it is to obtain such a key. Mr. K
of the student service deoartment
fuses to comprehend this taet.
When told that our roo'll had b
entered and robbed Mr. Krell told
roommate that it's "very d'lTicult" to
a master key. However, Mr. Krell ,
quick to put another lock on our d(
one that a master key could open.
How many more thefts must we
perlence before Mr. Krell wakes up
Thank you,
Joseph Valerl

Our Security Gap
By BEN COPELLE
Mr. George Moloney, head of
much-maligned Security Departmenl
Fairfield, in a r~cent interview v
The Stag, noted some of the probll
and responsibilities affecting the mer
his department this year.
"There are nine men employed
Security," Mr. Moloney started. "
each works five shifts a week. This i
total of forty-five work units. Howe,
there are twenty-one eight-hou!" shifU
a week, so, at certain times, therE
only one Security man on campus. ']
officer has to cover 220 acres of grOut
This wlll occur only during dayli
hours and the officer on duty rna
will check parked cars and issue tiel
where applicable.
In the even'ng there are two men
duty and at night three men will rei
sent the Security Department on c
pus. One will watch the dorm area,
other the classroom buildin2s and
third will patrol In Security's only
hicle. (Another vehicle - probabl:
jeep - will be purchased later In
year). All Security officers will be eq
ped with new walkie-talkies.
A queltlon cODcemlng the In8talla
01 more Ughts In the New Dorm pari
area was 1UIllwert:d by Mr. Moloney,
(Continued on Page 8)
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Time To Ratify Reality
United States Attorney General John Mitchell recently appeared
before a Senate subcommittee to plug the Nixon Administration's bill
on drugs. The bill has no provisions for research and little for rehabilitation, but it does have minimum penalties of two years for first
use of marijuana and five years for second sale of it. Senator Edward
Kennedy asked Mitchell if a presidential commission should deliberate
on legalized marijuana before such stringent penalties were enacted.
Mitchell said Kennedy's suggestion was good, but of less priority
than immediate enactment of the deterring penalties.

,iI<.

Operation Intercept has been in progress for some time near the
Mexican border, and what the search and seizure has not yielded in
results of confiscation has been taken care of by the addition of nauseating chemicals. According to Assistant Attorney General Richard
Kleindeinst, "If we cut off the supply of marijuana at its source, we
will drive prices sky-high and effectively take it out of the hands of
90'}'o of the kids."

b."

The Mental Health Association has for some time broadcast ads
in which the voice of playwright Rod Serling intones an admonition
to young people to forego smoking pot. The only compelling reasons
he offers are the ferocious jail penalties and the loss of ability to
climb in adult America's social and professional circles.
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Some questions beg at all this. If the legal dangers of smoking
marijuana are greater than the medical dangers of it in the eyes of
the Mental Health Association then does American society require
protection from users of marijuana or vice versa? If an operation at
the Mexican border aimed at curbing what has traditionally been regarded as a freakish aberration is now meant instead for "90'}'o of
the kids," one wonders if Mr. Kleindeinst, whose chief claim to fame
is his decisive role in Barry Goldwater's 1964 horror show, regards us
all as freaks ?Or by what divine right he and the entire law enforcement industry take it upon themselves to persecute a whole subculture
because its definition of "kicks" does not jibe with Middle America's
six-pack? What does Richard Nixon hope to leave as his legacy by
this action which he is abetting? Is the President swayed by the
inane presence of his son-in-law into thinking that most of America's
young belong to his lunatic fringe of dull people and must be protected by legal onslaught from the perils of the joint?
If the answer to any of these rather leading questions is "yes,"
then we can only throw our hands up in disgust at the madness it in.
dicafes. Because other events have been occurring as well. Six week~
ago, upwards of half a million young people flocked in a lemming~like
migration to the Woodstock Festival and roughly nine in ten smoked
pot; those who did not were very likely using more potent drugs. The
testimony of their presence was a direct challenge to the authorities:
Pot will not go away. It is here to stay. It is not a problem, it is a way
of life. The chief physical harm sustained in smoking it is chafing of
the wrists from being handcuffed. The fear of marijuana springs not
from a generation gap but a culture gap, between the whiskey culture
of older, strailZ'ht people who brought America throuRh the Twentieth
Century and the drug culture of young. hip people who face the more
complex challenge of bringing it into the Twenty-First.
Our own view is quite clear. The only flaw in Senator Kennedy's
suggestion of a commission is that it is not needed. And turning a
deaf ear to the Attorney General's proposals would be going out of
one's way to dignify them. The solution is to legalize marijuana. It
should have been legal long ago. It should be legal now. It cannot be
legal too soon.
The reasons are lucid and compelling. Most are directly related
to the commonly-expressed inhibitions about its legalization. For example, it is feared that marijuana inevitably leads to harder. more
potent drugs and its sanctioned use would therefore be an open invitation to disaster. We doubt it. No one even pretends that marijuana
can be physically addictive, or that it has a cause-and~effect relationship to LSD, speed, or heroin. It often happens, but for other reasons
which its legalization would dispel. The same pusher who peddles pot
usually peddles harder drugs, and forcin~ smokers to deal with them
in the first place is already an open invitation to disaster. Bringing
the sale of pot out of the streets and into the drugstores would hurt
the very pushers who are making a killing on Operation Intercept
because the famine forces escalation to the hard drugs they have on
hand. With marijuana now illegal, a youngster, to drop alcohol and

smoke pot, must already drop out to the extent of subjecting himself
to the great physical risk. Once he has done so, it is a steadily simpler
matter to move on to harder drugs. If marijuana were as accessible
and sanctioned as beer is now, second thoughts on the hard drugs
would be forthcoming because their penalties would be genuinely
prohibitive instead of mere icing on the cake.
We do not prppose that pot's effects are not varied, occasionally
unpredictable, sometimes actually harmful. But so are the effects of
alcohol, tobacco, candy, milk, water, and even oxygen, and one is not
likely to be jailed for using them. Legalization w~uld aid i,n cur~i!1g
undesirable side effects because sometimes they anse from Impuntles
and other unknown factors peddled by pushers (legal marijuana
could have the protection of Federal quality inspection). As for emo·
tionally disturbed people taking it, they do already, and aften as
the crutch of the illicit. It is indeed undesirable to drive when stoned,
bus as things stand now it is safer to smoke. on a highway than in.R
house, so keeping pot illegal enhances the highway safety dangers It
now implies.
The arguments could go on indefinitely, but it is generally clear
that whatever abuse is feared with legal marijuana is already occurring and will continue to be inevitable. and that marijuana is being
kept illegal to protect the fragile reasoning be~ind the po~icy fro~
being given the open test it would probably fall. To legahze manjuana would be to possibly abort its bad effects and reap a potential
crossharvest of good ones.
Certainly those half-million people at Woodstock are not sud·
denly going to lay down their pipes and surrender to a finger snapp~d
from the Justice Department. Woodstock proved that drug laws will
soon be as unenforceable as Prohibition ever was via sheer force of
numbers. so a decaying respect for law will not be our fault but
rather Mr. Nixon's. It also proved that legal pot is inevitable even if
harmful, because someday the people who tripped at Woodstock a~e
going to be running America. Moreover, the purpose of law is public
.safety and order through equity, and a deliberately-planned war on
another culture defeats that purpose, while learning to cope with
marijuana's powers by bringing its use out into the open where it can
be freely observed once arid for all accomplishes it. It is time to stop
the madness and ratify reality. Our society, derided the world over
for its penchant for violent death, would do well to take the lead in
accommodating the drug whose name many utter in the same breath
as "peace."
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New Student Government Constitution
We. the undergraduate students of the Fairfield UnIversity of S1. Robert Bellarmine.
under God, in order to establish
unity, to promote integrity, to
maintain a student and democratic jurisdiction. to improve
educational opportunity. and to
foster understanding and fellowship, do ordaIn and establish this. declaration of rights
and organization of a.dministration as the Constitution of the
Student Government of Fairfield University.
ARTICLE 1 DECLARATION
OF RIGHTS
Section 1.01

Students and student organi.
zations of Fairfield University
shall be free to investigate and
disCUSS all questions of interest
to them and to expr6S their
opinions publicly or privately.
This involves the right to dissent in assembly In a responsible manner to be determined
by the Student' Government.
SflcUoa 1.ot

All student media shall be
free of censorship and prior
copy approval. All student
media must specify that the
editorial opinions expressed
therein are not necessarily
those of the educational Institution or the Student Association. The freedom of speech
and press shall not be abridged
without due process of law.
Under no conditions shall the
institution's control of campus
fac1lltles be used to serve as a
device of censorship.
Sectton 1.OS
Search by authorized university officials shall only be permitted in the presence of the
student (s) involved and only
after the specific object of the
search has been stipulated. and
just eause for the search glv~n
the student (s) Involved.

section UK
Students shall be free to establish aDd join any oraanizalion to enoourage their common interests. Membership in
any organization shall not be
denied on grounds of raee,
creed, or national origin. Affiliation with an extramural organization for
independent
function. Official recognition
and use of the name "Fairfield
University" shall be granted by
the Student Government. Advisors may advise organizations
in the exercise at responsibility, but they shall not have the
authority to control the policies of the organization. These
organizations shall be alwlQ'S
free to support causes by orderly means which do not disrupt
the regular and essential operations of the institution.
seetloa 1.05

The Student Association shall
have clearly defined means to
participate in the formulation
and application of institutional
polley decLini academic and
student aifairs.
5eetloa 1.06

Every student. when charged
with a violation of institution·
al law or a law of the Student
Association, shall have the
rliht to a fair trial

Section 1.07
To minimize the risk of Improper disclosure. academic and
dlsdplinary records shall be
separate. Transcripts of academic records should contain
only Information about aeademIc status. Information from
disciplinary or counseling files
shall not be available to un·
authorized persons on campus,
without express writen consent
of the student involved, exeept
under legal compulsion.
seeUoa 1.08

The student will not be responsible to the university for
any olt-<:ampus actions which
are not performed in conjunction with a Falrfteld University
sponsored event or those events
associated with Fairfield Un!versJty.
Sectloa UII
Free Inquiry and free ex·
pression are indLspensable to
the attainment of intellectual
and social maturity. As members of an academic community, we are bound by laws established by that community.
yet we also possess certain innate freedoms upon which institutional laws should not infringe. Inherent in these freedoms is the necessity of the
student to recognize the respon·
slbillties which they impose.
ARTICLE TWO: THE
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

section Z.Ol
All Legislative powers herein
granted shall be voted In the
Student Legislature of Falrfield
Univenity.
Seetkm Z.O:!

The Legislature shall be composed ot members chosen each
year in the fourth week after
the commencement of the tall
semester by the Undergraduate
Student Body of FaIrfield University.
No person lhall be a representative in the Student Legislature who shall not be an undeI'iI'8.duate student and when
elected be an inhabitant of the
district In which he seeks election.

For the purpose of determining on-carnpus and off-<:ampus
representation in the Student
LegIslature. a Committee' of
Apportionment shall be appointed by the President of the Stu·
dent Government no later than
one academic month after the
commencement of his term of
oltlce. The members of this
committee shall be approved by
a majority vote of the Legisla·
tUrf'. The plan of apportionment drawn up by the Apportionment Committee shall
be also approved by a majority
vote of the Legislature.
Representation shall be also
approved by a majority vote
of the Legislature.
Representation shall be proportional to the number of undergraduate students in a eon·
stituent division. The number of
Representatives shall not ex·
ceed one for every thirty-ftve
(35) undergraduate students.
On the basis ot this apportion.

ment the Legislature shall In·
crease in size until it has sixty
(60) members. At this time
the planned size of each Re·
presentative's constituency shall
increuse equally so that the
Legislature shall have no more
than sixty (60) members and
so that each Representative
shall represent approximately
the same number of constituents.
Constituent divisions shall be
for on-<:ampus and off campus
students. and these shall be divided into election districts.
Eaeh Representative shall be
elected from and responsible to
his election dlstriet. For on
campus representation each
Residence Hall shall constitute
an election district. For olf·
campus representation election
districts shall be bued upon
the findings of the Apportionment Committee.
SecUo:n. Z.03

When vacancies occur in reo
presentation from any district,
the vacancy shall be .tilled by a
vote of the Legislature.
SectiOA X.M

The Legislature shall choose
Its P1'I:lSJdent and other oftlcer.i
!rom l!lmong Its members. The
Repi"Cllentatives shall be empowered to remove any of their
officers by a valid petition
signed by two-thirds (2/3) at
the entire membership of the
Legislnture. At this time an
election shall be held from
within the legislature in which
the removed officer may run.
section t ....,
The places and manner of
holding elections tor Represen·
tatives shall be prescribed by
the Lelislature. The Legisla·
turf' may at any time alter or
make such regulations by law.
SecUOIII %.08

The Legislature shall assem·
ble at .least every fourteen (l4)
days of the Academic Calender.
Its l'u'st convening shall be
within seven (7) days after its
election. The President of the
Legi.sla.ture shall be empowered
to call special meetings of the
Leglsla.tul'e provided that he
gives twenty-four (24) hours
notice to all of the Representatives.
Upon valid petition of twentyfive (2S%) ot the Representatives the President of the Legislature shall be requIred to convene a special meeting of the
Leglsla ture. All Representatives
shall be given twenty·four (24)
hours :notice of said meeting.
Sectloa. Z.01

The Legislature shall be the
judge of election returns and
the qualilications at its own
members.
A majority of the memb4r.
ship of the legislature shall
constitute a quorum to do
business.
A majority vote of a quorum
of Representatives shall be ne..
cessary to pass a bill of J'6Olullon unless otherwise speclned in this Constitution.
section %.08
The Legislature shall de.
termIne its rules at procedure

by a two-thlrds (2/3 vote of the
Legislature. A two-thirds <2/3)
vote shall be sufflclent to chang
any rules of procedure.
sectloa Z.OI
The Legislature shall be empowered to punish Its members
for disorderly behavior, and
with the concurrence of twothirds (213) of the entire
membership of the Leglslatur~
it may expel a member.
SecticMl Z.l'

The Legislature shall keep
a journal of its proceedings
and It shall publish the same
within five (S) academic days
of the previous meeting exceptIng those parts which a majority feels should remain
.....L

At the desire of one-ftfth
(l/S) of the Representatives
present and voting, the yeas
and nays ot the Representatives
on a partiCUlar question shall
be entered In the journal.
SecUOIl Z.l1

The Legislature may establish Standing and Ad Hoc Committees for the conduct of its
business.
The President of the Leilslature shall appoint the members of the Standing Committees from the Legislature.
All chainnen of StandIng
CommIttees shall be elected by
a majority of the Legislature.
The Standing Committees
shall have the power to elect
their Co-ChaiJ'man and any
other olricers which they deem
necessary.
The establishment. purposes,
membenhip. and oft'lcers at Ad
Hoc Committees shall be determined by law.
seeUoa. Z.lI

Every bill which shall have
passed the legislature shall be
presented to the President ot
the Student Government who
shall sign it into law.
U the President does not approve of the bill, he Iball retum It with his objections to

the legislature.
If after such reconsideration,
two-thirds of a quorum present
agree to pass the bill it shall
become law. In all such cases
the votes shall be determined
by a role call vote of the legislature. The results of the roll
call shall be entered in the
journal of the legislature.

U any bill shall not be returned by the President of the
Student Government by the see>
ond meeting after it shall have
been presented to him. the
same shall be a law in like
manner as if he had sl.gned it.
SecUoa Z.lI

The legislature shall be em·
powered to:
Lay and collect taxes, pay
all debts at the Student Gove~
ment, approve the budget, and
borrow money on the credit of
the Student Government.

Grant or loan public money
to extra curricular organizations that have a Constitution
approv'ld by a majority of the
Ieg1s1a:Mori.

Determin~
the Dislclpllne.ry
and Social Codes ot the Stu.
dent AssocIation.

Define olfenses

qainlt aD

laW>.

Make all laws for the
dent Association.

~

Summon before it, tbrouih
Committee, persons or reports
from any segment of the Student AssocIation.
Make all laws which shall be
nec6S&ry and proPer for carrying Into execution the foregoing
powers and all other powers
vested by this Constitution in
the various branches at the
Student Government and officers thereof.
SecUOIII Z.14,

All powers not apedficaUy
granted otherwise shall rest
with the legislature.
ARTlC!LJ!: THBEI:: TIlE
EXEClJTJV!: BlW<CII

SecUoa 1:01
The Executive powers at the
Student Government shall be
vested in a President who shall
take care that the laws be
faithfully executed. He shall
also perform any additional
duties which may arise c0nsistent with the objectives at
the Student Government.

Sectloa ..It

The President at the Student
Government shall be a matrleu·
ated student and shall be, at
least. a sophomore at the time
of his election.
SecUoa 1.01

When a vacancy OCCUI'I
through death. resignation, ~
ability to discharge powers and
duties. or removal from office,
the President of the Legislature
shall fill the office of President
until the new President can be
elected by the Student LegWa-

.....

secu.. lOS

A

The Vlce--Presldent, elected In
1969, shall succeed the President, also elected in the 1969
election. The office of the Vice..
President shall expire at the
1970 Executive Election. (This
is an expiration clause. It Is
removed from the maID. 1:lody
of the Constitution when it expires).
Seetloa I.M

The President of the Sb.1dent
Government shall have the
power at the veto as stated In
this Constitution.
8ectloa I.IM A

The VIce-President of the Student Government, duly elected
by the Student Body in 1969,
will preside as chairman of the
Executive Board. until his olriee
expires after the next executive election. (ThIs is an expiration clause. It is removed from
the main ~ of the Constitution when It expires.
Seclloa 1.16

The President at the Student
Government shall from time to
time ilve a report to the Stu·
dent Legislature on the state
(OoDtlJIaed oa Paae 7)
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New Student Government Constitution
(CoMbaaed from. Pace I)
of the stud~nt Government.

Ther~ shall be elected, at th~
same timp and place as the
President a Treasurer of the
Student Government. 1be Treasurer shall be the chief financial
officer of the government, hav~
inI the power to appoint men to
assist hom at his duties.

5ecUoD S.01

The treasurer shall be a
sophomore or junior at his
election, and must successfully
compl~te at least two semesters of accounting prior to the
time of his inauguration.
8eettoa US
The Treasurer shall receive

all money belongin& to the Student Government. and shall dis-burse the same only as directed
by law.
He shall adjust and settle all
public demands.

Section S.l!
'Ibe ExecutIve Departments of
the Student Government shall
be created by the President of
the Student Government with
the approval of a majority vote
of the Student Legislatur@.

Once created and approved,
these Departments shall remain
In effect until the next President 01 the Student Government
Is inaugurated.
Section IUS
The Cbalnnen of all Executive ~partments shall Ix' appointed by the President of the
Student Government with the
approval of a majority vote 01
th@ Student Legislature.
Deptart:me,nt Chairman, 10 appointed and approved. may 1;l@
n!moved by the President. A
replac@ment to the removed
Oudrman must be approved by
a majority vote of the Student
Legislature.

He shall prescribe the mode,
keeping and rendering of aU
public acoounts.
He shall be responsible for
the drafting of the budget of
the Student Government In c0operation with the Preslrlent 01
the Student Government.

ARTICLE FOUjIt:

IUDICIAL BRANCH
SooUon 4-.11

The Treasurer shall make a
statement of aU receipts. payments and debts at the Student
Government to be publtshed at
least lour times during his
term 01 office.

The Judicial Branch of the
Student Government shall e~
able the Student Association to
undertake the responsibility of
seU-dlsc:lpUne. It shall also
regulate aU duly passed laws of
the government. It shall fulfili the following purposes In
this regard:

He shall give monthly l"l!ports
to the Student Legislature co&
ceming the stat~ at the Student Government's finances.

It shall be the final abiter of
all Constitutional and legal disputes arising from the Activities
at the government

SecUoo 1.01

It shall be the protector of
the rights of the individual in
the under-graduate student com-

When a vacancy occurs in
the otrlce of the Treasurer due
to death, resignation, inability
to discharge the powers and
duties 01 the otrice of the Trea,s-.
urer, or removal from office;
the President of the Student
Government shali nominate a
man who shall succeed to that
ot'llce upon his confirmation by
a majority vote of the Student
Legislature.
Sectloa 1.1.

The President and Treasurer
of the Student Government shall
be elected yeariy on the third
Tuesday of the Spring semester.
II that day should be an academic holiday, they shall be
elected on the third Thursday of
the Spring semester.
They shall bold their respec:tive offices from the date of
their inauguration unW their
sucessors are duly elected,
quallfled, and Inaugurated.
The inauguration date shall
take place one calendar wt'ek
after the eleet10n date specified
above.
SecUOD S,l1

mUnl~;

It shall be the body on campus which shail determine the
culpability of alleged violations
of the Student Government
code of conduct in all areas not
covered by the judicial Review

Boan!.
SeeUon 4.01
The Student Court shaiI be
composed of nine (9) students
lrom the undergraduate Student AssocIation.
The shall be appointed by the
President and approved by a
majority vote a fthe Student

Legislature.
Appointments to the Student
Court shall last as long as an
approved Justice is a member
of the undergraduate Student
Assoeiatlon. Appointments may
be terminated by resignation,
removaJ, or wlthdrawl from the
University.
The Justiees shall be selected
In the lollowlng ratio:

senior Class-Four (4) Justices
Junior Class-Three (3) Justices
Sophomore Class - Two (2)
Justices

The President &hall have a
cabinet to assist him in the execution of his duties. 1be cabInet shall be termed as the
Executive Board The Executive Board shall consist at the
President, the Treasurer, and
the OJairmen of the various
Executive and Financial depart~

To maintain the above ratio
of JUlltiCes, the President of the
Student Government shall appoint the necessary number of
Justices within two weeks alter
the Inauguration of a new gov-

men!>.

ernment

A minimum of Three (3) Justices shall sit at aU court hear-

Sectloa I.IS

ings or court proceedings.

ct the Student Government

Section. LOS

The President and Treasurer
and
all Representatives and other

The procedure of court h@ar- officers ~ subject to ~ if
logs shall be determined by a a majority at the number of
committee of the Judicial . constituents voting in the last
election, for that particular of·
Branch.
ftce shall sl&n a valid petition
SoCtlon 4.M
of recall ThIs petition shall be
All hearings of the Court shall su8nltttei:rtO th@ Oialrman of
be open to the publIc exc@pt the Elections Commission.
when the Chief Justice granta
a private hearing. upon the reThe Chalnnan, through the
quest of the defendant or the Elections Commission, shall call
prosecutor, with the consent 01 a recall election within ten (10)
the defendant.
days after the receipt of the
valId petition.
ARTICLE PIVI::

GENERAL I BOVISIONS
Sectktn 5.0 I

The members of the Student
LegIslature, and all officers,
Executive and Judicial, shall,
befOf'@ they enter thell' respective ot'llces, take the following
oath or at'lirmatlon to wit:

"r do solemnly swear to Ui>
hold and defend the Constitution
of the Student Government at
Fall"field University; and that
I will faithfully discharge, according to law, the duties at the
office at
to the
best of my ability.
This oath shall be admlnlstered by the Chief Justice. The
President at the Student Government shall administer the
oath to the Odef Justice.
section 5,0%

In order to supervise and ~
duct all elections and referenda
for the Student Association, an
independent Elections
C0mmission shall be established.
SaId Election Commission is
to be presided over by a Student
Court Justice, appointed by the
Ollef Justice. Other member's
shall include: One Executive
Board member, appointed by
the President of the Student
Government; one Student Rei>
resentatlve, appointed by the
President of the Legislature:
and tllree other members of the
undergraduate Student Association, appointed by the three previous appointees.
No member of the Elections
Commission may be a candidate
in an election which is being
conducted by the Election CommlWon.
II necessary, 'The Elections
Commission shall draft an elec:tions code, to be incorporated
Into law. This commission shall
make necc:essary and etfIcacious
changes in said code when they

deem It necessary. Said changes
must be passed into law before
they shall be in effect.
ThIs Commission shall be em-

powered to secure all men and
material necessary to discharge
their duties In accordance with
the Constitution and the elec:tions code.
This Commission shall guarantee the secrecy of the ballots·
print separate ballots in each
area, and secure voting machines if these be deemed necessary. It shall count the ballots and post the numerical ~
sults for the Student Associa-

-.

The question plaeed on the
ballot shall be:

"Shall (state name) 1;l@ allowed
to continue to serve in the offtce of {state omce)."
II the majority of constituents voting s.lgnIIy "Yes" the
otrlcer shall continue In office.
U the majority of the constituents voting sIgnify "No" a vacancy shall be declared and
shall be filled In accordance
with the sections 01 this constitution governing that oft'lee.

Individual cabinet members
may be removed In the same
manner as the President of the
Student Government.
Any Justice may be recalled
and removed in the same m~

ner as the Presldent. The nwnber of constituents nec6Sary
to call a recall shall be fifty
percent plus one of the constituents who voted in the Presidential clecalon for the President who appointed that particular Justice.
SecUoa

5."

In the event that there should
be more than two q1.!allfted
candidates for the office \,It
President and Treasurer 41 the
Student Government, there shall
be held a primary eleetion one
week before the ~nsUtutlonally
establIshed electl.on date. The
candidates n!celvlng the highest
In number cif vote~ for that
particular office shall be placed
on the bailot for the g@neral
election.
SecUoa 11.01
~

action 01 the Student
Government shall be subject to
a referendum if one-third (V3)
of the Undergraduate Student
Association shall slpt Ii valId
petition at recall and submit the
same to the President 01 the
Student Government.
The President shall call on
the Elections Commission to
hold a referendum wlthll\ ten
(10) days of receipt of the valId
petition.

The question shall be:
"Shall the lollowing measure
which has been passed by the
Student Government be upheld:
(State Measure in Entirety)."
U a majority of those voting
signify "NO", then the measure
shall be null and void.
Secu-

II."

'The S¥ent Association of
Fa1rde1d Unlvenh;y 11 defined

as eonsistin& 01 all the enroDed
members of the undergraduate
student body at FairfI,eld Un).
versify.
Section 1.0'7

As regards to matters treated herein. this Constitution stiall
supercede and haVE: precedence
over all tanner Constitutions,
By·Laws, Laws, Resolutions and
Rulings.
This does not et'lect fanner
resolutions or rulings not treated hen!ln.
ARTICLE SIX:

FUTURE CONSTITUTIONS
SectIon '.01
All future constitutions shall
be declared valid and in efl'ect
when the lollowing conditions
are tu1fI.lled:

1be President 01 the Student
Government shall present a
COp)" at the ConstItution to the
President of the University.

The Constitution shall then go
to a vote of the Student Association .fifty pereent plus one of
those voting being necessary
for ratlflcatlon.
SecUon 1.0:

individual

amendments

to

this Constitution must be passed.
by a ~thIrds (2/3) vote of
the Representatlvp.s present and

voting, by a roll call vote, and
then the amerdments will be
submitted to the Student Association at the next general
election tor ratification by a
fifty percent plus one vote of
the members of the Student Association voting in the refere~
dum lor that particular amendment. Amendments shall take
effect ten (10) days after ratification;
SecUOJl 8,OS

The Legislature may by a
two-thln,is (2/~) yea vote on a
roll call provide for the co~
venlng of a ConstituU0IUl:I Co~
vention to amend or revise the
Constitution of the Student Government not earlier than five
(5) years from the date 01 the
ratication of this Constitution.
SectiOQ &.fK

In providing lor the convening
01 the Constitutional Convention;

the Legislature shall upon a
two-thlrds roll call vote, shall
prescribe by law the manner of
the selection of the membershIp
01 such a Convention. '!be date
tor convening the Constitutional
Convention shall be within
thirty-five (35) days after the
Legislature has provided for the
conveuing of the Convention.
The Legislature shall also de.
termine the date at the adjournment of the Constitutional Committee.
Section LOll
Proposals 01 any Constitutional Convention to revise the
Constitution of the government
shall become valid in accordance with the procedures specified in the Constitution for the
ratificatiOIl 01 the individual
amendmenb.
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The Black Fraternity
(Coatblaed from

hie

1)

on four Cardinal Principlesmanhood, scholarship, uplift and

perserverance.
Manhood, in that each brother must prove himself worthy
by displaying maturity, he must
be a man, because merely being Black will not gain admisskm to t his fraternity. (This
fonns the main distinction between this group and the AfroAmerican Society at Fairfield.)

Each brother must maintain
a 2.5 Q.P., strive to uplift himself and the community, and
have the perserverance to follow the by-laws the fraternity
establishes in order that individual members together can
work as one.
The local brothers come from
various urbanized areas of the
Eastern Seaboard and mainly
work In the Bridgeport community, tutoring youngsters and
attempting .to sway them too
college careers.
The Bridgeport area chapter
of Omega Psi Phi meets on the
second Saturday of eve r y
month. But, as Richard emph!sized, the fraternity gathers
anytime two or three brothers
are together.
Omega Psi Phi is hoping for
a pledge c I ass of fifteen' to
twenty Fairfleld students this
year. There will be invitations
for a smoker to be held In the
I,ear future. However, no exclusion policy will be used and all
interested, whether invited or
not, will be admitted The type
of pledge they are Interested In
is one who can mix well in
either Black or white company.
The discussion then turned to
the attitudes which the white
student body and the University administration hold toward
the fraternity. Each per son
agreed that the 1969 campus is
greatly Improved over its
counterpart of three years ago.
They are impressed that, today,
the students of Fairfield are
more concerned with the world
situations that demand attention, Including the Black problem.

cannot be recognized because
they are considered a segregated organization. But they are
quick to point out that their
degree of segregation is no more
,han that of the white fra ternlties, the Cardinal Key SocIety
and the Knights of Columbus,
for, although none have approached them yet, Omega Psi
Phi will consider white students
for positions of membership:
The administration, the y
stated, has taken a don't.rock_
the-boat stand and this is confusing. "That's where I don't
understand Fairfield," s aid
John, "they think we are the
only ones who would blow up
places."
Then I deliberately asked him
a loaded Question concerning his
satisfaction with the faculty and
eurriculwn at Fairteild. His reply was a smile and a re-emphasis of the fact that Omega
Psi Phi at this University is
a social fraternity and does not
wish to be associated with militancy.

The fraternity wants recognition not for financial benefit
from the Student Government,
but fIX reasons of pride. They
would like to be able to hold
ope n mixers in the Campus
Center, as is the prerogative of

recognized organization.

!bey further stated with the
Black students In the campus,
the University Qualifies itself
for certain Federal grants and
that for this reason, they easily
i'eCeive financial aid. This is a
strong factor in attracting Black
students to Fairfield. They admit also, that the University
does offer several other attractions, such as the five year programs.
A university should reflect
Its locale to an extant, John
concluded, and nowhere in the
Bridgeport or Fairfield County
area, except at Fairfield Uni·
verslty will you find the Black
population two-tenths of one
~r cent of the whole.

I had. to leave then and Sam
jokingly threatened to bum a
cross in front of my room. I
laughed and. reminded him that
that was supposed to be my

,.,....

On a door down the hall was
taped a picture of a Black child

with an inscription underneath,
"wake up time, been smiling
long enough." Corny, perhaps.
But one must agree that the
social values which forced a
Black fraternity into existence
are themselves, s 0 mew hat
corny.

Four Bills Passed
(CoatIDued from Page 1)

was the proposed budget suI>
mltted to the Legislature by Mr.
Mariani in which the Legislature expressed their cmftdence
by a unanimous vote. Since
100% payment of Activities Fees
is necessary fIX a workable
budget, this reporter received
the following statement from
Mr. Mariani for TIle Stac".
"This year there are plans to
enforce the Activities Fees. The
Activities Fee card. will be a
requirement for a Fairfield student for the following: buses,
movies, membership Into clubs
and organizations, admission
into all social events sponsored
by the Student Government,
speakers and cultural events,
and possibly all mixers.

Up untll last year their acceptance was often for novelity
ReveD11e Depu1mem:
or tokenism. .. 'Look, man, I've
lot a Black fr:Iend,' .. mimicked
To do this. rd like to call on
Richard. ''1bat's supposed to a group of Freshmen to lead
make you a freak out or some-- 'and organize something like an
thing:' This has changed, as internal revenue department John added, "Fairfl.eld ia mak- a sub-department at the finaning strides In the right direc- cial committee. Traditlonally
tion. We're no longer supposed Freshmen always pay their Acto play basketball and talk tivities Fees but the upperclassstupid"
men always seem to have a less
impressive reeord... Any FreshIn dealings with the administration, the fraternity is "casu- men Interested In getting ~
ally accepted:' Officially, they volved In this dort, contact

Our Security Gap
(Continued from Pace ..)
......d that Ughts have been put up on the
roof of the New Donn. Further UChUna'
ill this area eumot be made .vaUable
immediately becaUM road repaln are
t)'1n&' up m.JnteDaDce fUDds for the pres.
ent. Mr. Moloney sympathized with stu·
dent eoIloern over cal' vudallam and
hoped that, III the tutw"e. v&IldaUzen
wUl be d.Jaeounce4 by Ute newly~reded

..-

II.

"Mr. President, Box G:'
The Legislature unanimously
voted its approval of the resolutions made at the September
13-14 meetin,gll of the Tri-partlte University Council. These
resolutions were printed in their
entirety In the September 24
issue of Tbe Stac".

Beach,DSP,ND-3
Tops On Gridiron
By PORKER SMITH

The Intramural football season got under way last week

with nine key contests piayed
The outcome of these games
produced no surprise6 as the
strong teams of last year's program came back even stronger.
ND3, last season's defending
champions, proved once again
that it was "the best" as it
toppied R-2 by a score of 1~.
QB Tom Denning threw completions to Zug Gurcuillo to set
up the two ND3 touchdowns.
Both TD's came on the strong
running of back Dave Closter.
In additnon to the powerful offensive attack, ND3 stymied
R2 by making six Interceptions,
three of which are credited to
Mark Alexander. This well-ba.lanced club looks tough to beat.
McCartby Retnru
'I\vo teams with the best
chance of overtaking ND3 are
the Beach and DSP. The Beach
continued its winning ways of
last year by routing C4, 26-0.
QB, senior Pat McCarthy, back
from Europe, tossed TO passes
to Ed Boudreault, Greg Kelly,
and Larry Maher, the latter
making a spectacular circus
catch.
DSP, while lacking its scorIng punch of last year. was on
the long end of a 2-0 score
against Bak. QB Chuck Dombeck moved his ball club within
twenty yards of the goal lim!

By FRANK AR.'KADA

Following the meeting Elections Chairman Dennis Gallagher, '72, who is organizing the
upcoming elections for dorm
councils and Student Legislature released the follOWing st&te_
ment:

Freshman first baseman Bob
Dillon crashed a two-run homer
In the bottom of the eighth inning as Falrileld edged New
Haven 4-3 at Owen Field Park.
Righthander Bob Gibson came
In relief to stop New Haven
and get credit for the victory.
Mike Yates, a freshman, came
In the ninth to get the save.
The Stags showed some fine
fielding and hitting. Second
baseman Bob Castrlgnano led
the hitting attack with three

"The Student Government
Constitution unanimously passed by the Legislature tonight
will be placed before the stu·
dent body for approval Thursday, October 2. 1969. The voting will take place from 9:00
a.m. to 3 p.m. at a pollini: place
to be situated across fn:m the

consistently but was stopped by
three interceptions by "Bagger"
back Bill Doerner. The lone
DSP score, a safety, was tallied
as Tom Eaton blocked a Bak
punt In the end zone.
In other games, R4 defeated
R2 by 20-0. Frank Neary starred, throwing 1'0 passes to
Dave "Boston" O'Connor. This
aerial attack plus a competent
defensive unit make R4, last
year's G2 club, a threat. LI and
PKT battled to a scoreless tie
as both teams lacked offensive
punch. However, the fresh of
LI showed great spirit In the
nwnber that came out to play.
In the balance of games, ND2
and ND4 tied 0-0, C2 beat G2
8-0, G3 tallied two safeties In
squeaking past C3, 4.0 and RJ
toppled C3 to Its second loss.
Also, both GI and L2 defeated
a weak 1.3 eleven.

Leacue

Sta.Ddlnp

After the initial week of action, the American League
standings are: ND3, DSP, GI,
L2, R4, NOl, BAl<, Rl, R2 and
1.3. The National League standings are: Beach, G3. C2, RJ,
ND2, ND4, PKT, U, C4, G2
and C3. Once again Tbe Stag
reminds all team captains to
submit a short swnmary of each
of their games if they desire a
write-up In The Stag. These can
be submitted by Thursday evening of the week of their game
to Gary Marzolla (Box 1770;
ND 222).

Stag Nine Opens
With Two Victories

Electloas Report

base hits in three times at haL
He also stole three bases, including a steal of home. Leftfielder Butch Azzara was also
red-hot. He went 3-for-4. For
New Haven, Mark Kilmunay
got four hits.
In other games this past week
Fairfield beat Sacred Heart 11-2
in the first same of a doubleheader after losing 5-3 In the
first game. Fairfield also lost to
St. John's ~1 on September 25
and lost to Long Island University 4-1 on september 28.

maIlroom.
"A tentative date has been
set for election to Dorm C0uncil and Student Legislature that date being Tuesday, 0ctober 14. Further infonnation
will be forthcominJ"."

Security may be contacted through the
lIWltchboard of the University which will
pass on by radio to the officers on duty
any problems reported. Consideration Is
asked for here as Security officers are
spread thin and may not be readily
available especially during certain hours
at night when two of the officers must
check and look various buildings on the

""'P"'.

October I, 1969

Mr. Schimpf said that he wUl attempt
to provide additional student services in
the Security and Maintenance Departmenta at Fairdeld

Anyone interested in working for
THE STAG should contact Pat
Long in Regis 101 or call 259-6624.

October I,

THE
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SPORTS PERSONA
By BILL WARNKEN
Three years ago, Bohdan
"Buzz" Kowaluk approached
Jim Kuhlman, Fairfield UnIversity soccer coach, and asked
for a tryout with the team.
Buzz had never played soccer.
but he had It in his blood. When
Kuhlman told him that, as a
frosh, he was Ineligible to play.
Buzz asked for and received
permission to work out with the
squad.
Persistence such as that rare.
ly goes unrewarded and today
the senior c<>eaptaln can look
back before entering his third
varsity season and reflect: "I
had never played soccer, but
one day I just saw a bunch of
guys kicking the' ball around
and I knew that 1 wanted to
play this sport - being UkrainIan I guess it was in my blood.
ThAt flrst year gave me a
chance to learn the fundamentals."
"Mad Ukratnlan"
Learn the fundamentals he
did, so much so that he is now
holding down two very diverse
positions: fullback on defense
and Inside right on offense. The
former position is new to Buzz
this year as Coach Kuhlman
tries to shore up a defense depleted by .graduatlon whlle
working In some outstanding
frash offensive prospects.
The freshmen are now eligible
under a new N.C.A.A. provl-

Stag Eleven
(Continued from Page 10)
age, poured It on the hapless
Stags.
The Impression which most
Falrfleld fans were left with
was the realization that the
Fordham University club football team is not only far superior to Falrfleld's, but Is by far
the best club football' team In
the nation. For one thing, Fordham will not lose to any club
football team they will play this
season. As It Is, the Rams have
scheduled two varsity teams for
this year, and they expect to
have abnost a tull varsity slate
by next season. The Rams meet
Sl John's this weekend who are
fresh olf an upset win over tlfth
ranked Siena, 12-6. It looks like
the Redmen can expect the same
kind of thrashing that the Stags
received from Dadd, Maguire,
and the rest of the Rams.
As for the Stags, they meet
the Jaspers of Manhattan this
Saturday at Gaelic Park at 1:30
p.m. The O'Toolemen must regroup and realize that they will
be playing a team of their own
caliber and class. Manhattan
won a thriller from King's college of Pennsylvania by a 7-2
score.
Fortunately, the Stags suf·
tered 00 major Injuries except
bruised pride. The question Is
If the team can rebound like It
did two years ago after a 35-6
setback to Iona. Then, the
Stags, after suffering a disheartening opening loss to the lona
Gaels, turned around and registered four victories out of Its
next tlve games. The only setback was a 21-19 last minute
loss to Fordham. Fairtleld must
once again duplicate this feat.
Look for a great Improvement
this Saturday against Manhat·
tan, a team which the Stags are
capable of beating.

THE
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B)' JOSEPH VALERIO

Sportll EdItor

Opening Day '69
Lawrence O'Toole, the new h~ad football coach
at Fairfield University, was standing with his hands on
hips while he looked up at the bright, sunny sky. This
was the moment he had been prepping his team for:
they were about to face the Fordham University Rams,
the nation's number one ranked club combine. Clad in
a yellow shirt with green slacks, co-ordinated with a
tasteful striped tie, O'Toole looked sharp and relaxed.
He hoped his team would play in the same manner.

BUZZ KOWALUK
sion. Buzz points out that this
is both good and bad. The team
will undoubtedly benefit from
having players eligible for four
years. However, our competitors will be strengthened by
this rule as well as by their already existing edge in recruitlng. Buzz Is understandably disappointed in the polley here that
allocates no scholarships to soccer. He comments: "Despite the
fact that we have no scholarships, this is our best team
ever; but we have to face teams
with several scholarship players and older, more experienced
men. I'd like to see some schol·
arships to help the team of '73
reach its potential."
Diverslll.ed Player

Buzz, known to his teammates and senior classmates as
the "Mad Ukrainian," looks for
Southern Connecticut, Fairleigh
Dickinson, and Central Connecticut to provide the Stag hooters
with their stiffest tests.
Coming olf their first winning
season (7-6) ever. Buzz sets the
goal for the team this year at
1M. He counts on veteran junior scorers Roland Corbin and
Dan Wilcox to team with new·
comer Chip Mount to lead the
offense. On the other end of the
tleld Buzz ls unwavering in his
acclamation of goalie Gary
Dayon. "He Is one of the best
goalies I've seen around He

has no fears about diving lnto
the midst of an onrushing of·
fense."
Buzz, hims!!lf. has no qualms
about diving into the midst of
things.
In addition to his lab-filled
physics program, he is a memo
ber of the Glee Club in his
fourth year. and performlni at
the playhous,~ for the second
year. Current:ly, Buzz is workIng on Tennessee Williams'
play, "A Streetcar Named Desire," to be performed here In
December. He will portray
Stanley Kowalski. the sultry
Pole whose role was tilled by
Marlon Brando in the movie.
Buzz feels tho.t this part fits him
well: "He's a beer-d.rinking,
down to earth guy - just the
part for me:' In his debut last
year, Buzz was a dancer in "A
Taste of Honey:'
Buzz's post graduation plans
include graduate school in nuclear physics, possibly at Georgia Tech. In a,:ny event, he wants
to travel and that too, is in his
blood, having been born in
Munich, Gemlany of Ukrainian
parents and moving to Perth
Amboy, New Jersey, as a
youngster. Wherever he travels,
as long as he can flnd "a bunch
of guys ki.cking the ball
around," Buzz Kowaluk won't
be far from home.

October Sports Schedule
FOOTBALL
Manhattan
10 Iona (NIght)
18 St. Peter's
25 Scranton
4

• • •

CROSS COUNTRY
Away
Away
Home
Away

1 Marlst
4
11

14

RUGBY
Westchester
Home
11 Eastern Collegiate
Invitational
Princeton
Home
18 Old Maroon
Manhattan
Home
Away
25 M.I.T.

18
25

BASEBALL
1 Sacred Heart (2)
4 New Haven (2)
11 Fall Baseball
Classic (3)

18
21
23
25
29

4

"

• • •

Yal.

Sacred. Heart
New Haven, Clark
Bridgeport
S1. Peter':s
Assumption

• • •

Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

SOCCER
4

FDU

8 Monmouth
11

Away
Away

sesc,

SCSC
Paterson State
Eastern Conn.
New Haven
Marlst

CCSC

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
aome

The dark-haired mentor called his players to~
gether for a huddle and said, quite calmly, HFrank's
only been rushed by four to five man lines. He may be
given a heavy rush. Help out each other." The man is
not a coach - he's a prophet. Frank is, of course, Frank
Schultz. Frank Schultz is not a great quarterback, but
he proved himself to be a highly competent player last
Fall as a freshman. Last Saturday Frank was a sacrificial lamb. Never in my life have I seen a quarterback,
anywhere, receive such terrible protection from his offensive line. As Coach O'Toole predicted, Schultz was
not rushed by four or five men, he was rushed by the
entire University of Fordham. For his efforts Frank was
decked a dozen times and I doubt if Edward Maguire, the Ram signal caller, will hit the turf that many
times this year. So when Frank Schultz receives lousy
protection from his interior linemen the Stags will be a
lousy team.
Mid-way through the first quarter Schultz told his
coach the facts of life: "The two guys over center are
coming in untouched." O'Toole nodded in agreement.
A moment later Joe Kurzrock, a Fordham halfback,
returned a Stag punt 70 yards for the game's second
touchdown. The Rams led 14-0 and O'Toole saw the
hand writing on the wall. His Stags were suddenly a
dejected bunch. All of their pre-game spirit had been
stolen by the brilliant and bruising running of the
Rams' fullback, Eric Dadd, and the superb play selection by Maguire. Fordham was home free but the base
Rams wouldn't leave till they scored eight more touchdowns. The final score was 69-0 and there must be
something in those numbers, Surely, everything was not
fine.
Stag. Face Turning Point

So where do the Stags,,go from here 1 The best
thing they can and should do is forget about last Saturday. but who can tell what fate holds for our. gridders this Saturday 1 Last year Fordham belted FaIrfield
41-0 and almost everyone agreed that this year's contest would be a much closer game. As it turned out the
Stags suffered their worst defeat ever and to their most
hated foe. The humiliation the club eleven suffered last
Saturday may not be concealed.
This Saturday the Stags face another dynamo, in
an away battle at Manhattan. The following week they
will be at Iona. Hence, their three toughest games of
the season are, also, their first games,
If the Stags are to rebound their offensive line will
have to re-~roup and start playing football. O'Toole
urged his offensive squad to "get up off the ground and
start blocking," Like a good woman, it's what's up
front that counts. Against Fordham, Fairfield didn't
have it. Still there are a few horses on the Stag team
who can lead the club to a winning season. John Moriarty is a tough linebacker and Tom Rosendahl is the
Sta~s' only strong lineman. The challenge they face is
a difficult one, but with guts and detennination they
can meet it,
The season consists of eight games, not one. Last
year the Stags compiled a poor 1-6 mark. but four of
their defeats could have easily been victories. A superior team, or one with a good attitude, makes the close
ones fall their way. If the Stags' spirit remains at the
same hi~h fervor it was before the ~ame with Fordham
they will have a winning season this Fall. But, most
importantly, football is a hi~hly psychological $fame,
The team with the great attitude usually wins. Hence,
spirit is the name of the !tame. The Stag eleven has
worked hard this year. They should not hold their
heads down in defeat. Their pride should make them
bounce back,

Stag Ruggers Rip Fordham, 16-6
Santulli, Maher
Out Indefinitely
By DON SCHMIDT

Last Saturday atternoon an
Injury-rJddled Stag rugby "A"
team defeated the Fordham
rngby team 16-6 at -Marymount.
In a dismal weekend of sporting events at Fairfield, the Red
Ruggen were a shining ray of
hope, that perhaps Stag sport
fans will have a team they can
be proud of this Fall
While the rngby team did win
on Saturday, allis not well with
them for they had a very d1f.
flcult time with an inferior
Fordham team. At the half the
ruggers were losing to Fordham 3-0, due to a 3O-yard penalty kick by junior Ben Cher.

THE seRUM: The Fa1I1leld Rup)' Football Club possessel a very know1edccable and
serwn, shown above. Stags d~WDed Ft>rdham Rami, 16·6, at Marymoun1 last Saturda.y.

....

Fairfield Eleven Mauled By S
T
Top Ranked Rams, 69-0
By GARY MARZOLLA

The Fairfield Football Club
opened its fourth football season

last Saturday afternoon at
Alumni Field, hosting the number one football club in the nation Fordham University.
The Rams, who opened their
89th gridiron campaign, beat the
Stags, as was expected; but it
was the margin of victory that
was not expected. Not only did
Fordham score 10 touchdowns
to attain the phenomenal total
of 69, but the Ram defense held

the Stags to a minus 86 yards
rushing, and a total of minus
47 yards tor the entire afternoon. This amazing feat included Fairfield's QB Frank SChultz
being decked 12 times by Fordham's defensive line while attempting to pass.

The national champions from
Rose Hill displayed an unstoppable offense behind the rugged
running of Eric Dadd who scored three touchdowns on runs of
40, 23 and 12 yards. Also, the
quarterbacking of Butch Maguire proved to be too much
for the Stags to handle as Maguire threw two scoring strikeS
of 40 and 35 yards before retiring from the game early In the
second half.
Touchdown Nulllfted
In between all this offense,
the Rams found time to return
a punt for a touchdown by way
of a beautiful 68 yard gallop by
Joe Kurzrock. In fact, Kurzrock returned another Fairfield
punt for a touchdown running
61 yards this time, but it was
nullified by a clipping penalty.
The last four Ram touchdowns

were scored by the scrubs, who
seemed to be quite capable of
taking care of themselves.
There is not too much that
can be said about the game Itself, except that FalI'lield was
never in it. Fair.fl.eld could not
move the ball at all as QB
Frank Schultz was continually
under pressure and halfback
Choo Choo Harbor and fullback
Rocco Lafarlo were being hit
before they could even reach
the line of scrimmage. The halftime score was 3W, and for all
practical purposes, there was
no need for a second half as the
Stags just went through the
mechanical motions trying to
keep the score down and the

Although the Fairfield soccer
team lost, 3-2, the game was

not a complete failure. The Stag
eleven seemingly outplayed the
Fordham Rams but just could
not get the ball In the net. The
defense looked very good. Goalie
Gary Danyon, with help from
the defensive players allowed
only three goals.

PEP TALK: Football Coach Lawrellee O'Toole lICIvee hI8 play-

G

SPORTS

The offense, however, could
only manage to score two goals.
Chip Mount, a freshman, In an
attempt to make the starting
lineup played an excellent game.
He scored both goals for the
shocked Stags. Fairfield's of-

Strong SecoDd Half

In the second half the ruggers completely dominated Fordham outscorlng the Rams 16-3.
In the second half the ruggers
looked llke the team Fairl\eld
fans had grown to love last
year. The entire team looked
improved especially Tom Krenn
who scored 10 points, all on
kicks and Q. Murphy who had
two tries for six points. Joe
Sindt played Inspired ball in
front of his Marymount fan
club. All afternoon the serum
looked excellent, but the backfield~s passing left much to be
desired, and It Is guaranteed
that work will be done on this
during the week.
Sidelined Pillyel'll

game within reason. It was to
no avail as the Rams, using
their size (20 lbs. per man) and
their manpower (62-35) advant~
(Ccntinued CD Page 9)

Cocky Booters Upset
By Fordham Rams, 3-2
By MIKE LEARY

el'll laat minute lnstnlcUons before the Idck-oft". Rams Woa.

A

It was only due to sparkling
defensive playS by Jim CBaey
and -Pat Burke that the Ruggen
were not turther bf!hlnd at thk
point. As Rugby Club Vice
President Chuck Dombeck stated: "The team, during the first
half, suffered from extremely
poor passing, and untimely penalties which stopped the few
chances we had to score."

fense outshot Fordham but just
did not have any luck scoring.
However, the first two Fordham
goals hit the pole before going
into the net.
Fairfield continued being a
second half team. Just after the
beginning of the second quarter
Fordham led 2 to O. Fairfield
came back to tie In the third
quarter but just could not move
In the fourth quarter.
This Saturday the Stags play
away again. They go down to
Madison, N.J., to play Fair_
leigh Dickinson. Coach Jim
Kuhlman is still looking forward to a successful season despite his team's opening defeat.

The Ruggers were a depleted
team this week due to injuries.
Frank Santulli and junior Survich are out at least for two
more weeks with shoulder
separations. Fatty Maher is lost
to the ruggers for the season
with a case of mononucleosis.
These losses to the team are a
part of the reason for the poor
first half showing, and while
losing players of this caliber
cannot help the team, as the
replacements, Paul (Buddha)
F1anagan and Burke become
more familiar with the rest of
"A's" the team will improve.
In the Fairfield Rugby Club
dedication to the sport and the
club Is a big. aspect. Nowhere
Is this more evident than In former club President Bill Connolly. Bill graduated last year
after an outstanding career on
the team for three years. This
year the rugger.s are noticeably
weak at the booter position, so
Bill volunteered to play another
campaign, and needless to say
the ruggers are delighted to
have him.

